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the democracies and away from the totalitarian, I felt that our
efforts should continue to be applied in that direction. To relinquish
those efforts seemed to me to spell defeatism. . . .
I think there have been no recommendations from this mission
which, in the light of after events, I would now have altered, although
it is easy to be wise after the event. Diplomacy has been defeated
by trends and forces, both at home and abroad, utterly beyond its
control.
After the fall of the Yonai cabinet and the setting up of the so-called
" new structure " under Konoye and Matsuoka, some six weeks or
more were spent in observation and cogitation, and now I summarize
in the diary my diagnosis of the situation as follows :
The views of Mr. A. T. Steele, China correspondent of the Chicago
Daily News, regarding the situation in Japan have been carefully
studied and in my opinion are well grounded. Nevertheless, his
basic views that the sanest and safest naval policy for the United
States is firmness, and that in the United States a tendency is to over-
emphasize the risks involved in a firm policy, are of such grave
scope as to merit the most painstaking and considered analytical
comment.
I am keeping constantly in view, while setting forth the current
trend of my observations in this general connection, the fact that
the formulation of American policy towards Japan must rest upon
the more comprehensive point of view of the administration in
Washington as well as upon many factors possibly not apparent to
this mission.
•There is no doubt, whatever the intentions of the present Govern-
ment in Japan may be, that the military and other extremist elements
here view the situation which now exists throughout the world as
an ideal occasion to put their aspirations for expansion into execution.
The victories of Germany have intoxicated them like strong wine.
Their belief in the downfall of Britain has until recently been implicit.
They have had complete faith in a rapid victory for Germany, and
they believe it would be wise to consolidate the position in Greater
East Asia of Japan while Germany is still acquiescent and before the
ultimately expected strengthening of Germany's power at sea might
preclude far-flung domination of the Orient by Japan. Although
they have been carefully observing our attitude, these elements
have minimized any opposition of an effective nature by the United
States. The capability of sounder heads, both in the Government
and outside of it, to keep these elements under control has been and
remains dubious.
At present, nevertheless, I perceive a slow cooling of the sudden
optimism which was manifested when the new Government assumed
office. The Government, Army, Navy, and the people of Japan are
now beginning to perceive that Great Britain may not be defeated
by Germany after all—a possibility which I have plainly stressed
again and again to the Japanese with whom I have come in contact

